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Motivation 
The increasing availability and maturity of DNA microarray technology has led to an explosion of 
cancer related studies. In order to evaluate, integrate, and cross-validate the accumulating 
amount of publicly available microarray data, new methods are needed. Statistical methods have 
been applied to raw microarray data to identify intersections of multiple gene expression 
signatures from a diverse collection of data sets [1, 2]. However, this analysis is very stringent 
and time consuming [3]. Here we propose a fast method to detect common patterns in gene 
expression data by mining published lists of microarray experiments 
 

Methods 
Published list of microarray experiments From the Affymetrix database of scientific publications 
[4], we selected 155 papers concerning both expression profiling of cancer specimens and 
studies of cancer related genes. From each paper, we extracted lists of genes indicated by the 
authors as statistically significant. We obtained 708 lists that have been annotated using a 
validated procedure [5]. In total, we annotated 7225 non-redundant Locuslink IDs. Microarray 
data We considered microarray experiments on cell lines that conditionally express a 
constitutively active phosphorylation site mutant of pRB or p16INK4A [6]. pRB and p16INK4A 
block cell cycle progression when over expressed and both proteins act as tumor suppressors [7]. 
pRB and p16INK4A experiments were analyzed separately using GenePicker [8]. Extraction of lists 
with a significantly overlapping signature Since different lists originate from different platforms, 
we calculated for each list the population of represented Locuslink IDs that was then used to 
find common genes between lists. Significance of overlapping gene content between lists was 
judged using the hypergeometric distribution. Seed clustering method For gene lists overlapping 
significantly with the lists of pRB and/or p16 regulated genes, the raw data were downloaded 
and used for further analysis. We used the overlapping set of genes as a seed to find genes 
having a similar behavior in the raw data by calculating the centroid using the median value for 
the overlapping genes. The Pearson's correlation coefficient (r > 0.9) was used to identify genes 
having a trend similar to the centroid. Gene Ontology classification To evaluate the enrichment 
of Gene Ontologies in the signatures extracted, we used a modified version of GeneMerge [9]. 
 

Results 
Using GenePicker’s genetic algorithm [8], we extracted 145 genes regulated by p16 (126 down, 
19 up) and 328 genes regulated by pRB (200 down, 128 up). Both sets of genes were mapped 
on the published lists using the hypergeometric distribution (p-value < 0.001). As expected, we 
extracted experiments related to pRB and p16 pathways, e.g. a study on mechanisms of 
transcriptional regulation by pRB-E2F [10] (p-values: p16INK4A 0.00008, pRB 0.00074). 



Interestingly, a strong overlap with an experiment concerning the p53 dependent growth arrest 
induced by Ewing's sarcoma oncoprotein EWS/FLI [11] was detected. The SOM cluster of down 
regulated probes was particularly enriched. In this cluster we identified: 30 genes down 
regulated also by pRB and p16INK4A; 20 genes up regulated by pRB (see Figure). These 
signatures were expanded to include genes not detected in the original publications and genes 
not annotated with a Locuslink ID. We obtained 156 probesets down regulated by pRB, p16 and 
EWS/FLI and 50 probesets up regulated by pRB and down regulated by EWS/FLI. As revealed by 
Gene Ontology analysis, both signatures are enriched in genes involved in cell cycle control. 
Down regulated genes have a critical role in G1/S phase and pRB up regulated genes have a 
major role in cytokinesis and mitosis. The significance of the identified overlap of pRB, p16, and 
pEWS-FLI regulated genes is underlined by the fact that patients with a mutated allele of the pRB 
gene after having been cured from bilateral retinoblastoma develop, among other cancers, 
Ewing sarcoma [12]. 
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